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2195 Complete Set, includes 21gs-01 Meshgraft ll Dermatome,
2195-06, Stainless steeJ case and zlgs-zz, Ratchet Handle.
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2195-12 Dermacarrier ll, 1 -1 12 to 1 Expansion Ratio
2195-13 Dermaca rrier I l, 3 to 1 Expansion Ratio
2195-14 Dermacarrier I l, 6 to 1 Expansion Ratio
2195-15 Dermacarrier ll, 9 to 1 Expansion Ratio
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DESCR I PTION
This manually operated instrument is used with a Dermacarrier ll to
obtain greater area coverage from a conventional split thickness
sheet graft. lt consists of 1) a continuous feed roller, 2l a cutter
roller, 3) a guidance plateau, 4) a ratchet handle, and 5) a curved
stabilizing barlcarrying handle. The guidance plateau ensures proper
alignment of the Dermacarrier and cutting rollers and the ratchet
handle facilitate proper advancement.
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INDICATIONS AND USAG E

The Meshgraft ll Dermatome is used as an adjunct to burn therapy,

affording a means of managing fuii thickness burns where there are

minimal donor sites. Use of the l\4eshgraft ll technique provides

improved drainage, increased edge exposure, minimal contracture

and conformance to irregular body surfaces' The variable expansion

ratios* available (See How Suppiied) permit the surgeon to adapt his

choice to specific surgical procedures'

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Split thickness grafts may not be suitable fo. patients known to

form keioids, or in areas subject to constant trauma (e.g., popliteal

fossa). Use in these areas has resuited n severe Scar contractures'

WARNI NGS

For safe and effective use of the Meshgraft ll Dermatome, the

surgeon should be thoroughly famiiiar with its function, application

and instructions f or use, The Meshgraf t I I Dermatome should be

inspected for proper operation and sterilized prior to each skin

grafting Procedure.

PRECAUTIONS
The degree of expansion used is determined primarily by the

contour of the recipient site. lt is desirable to use minimal

expansion on a sharply contoured areawhich witl have a high degree

of flexion after healing.

Use only Dermacarriers with a 21gS code number'w'th the lVlesh-

graft lt (See How Supplied). lf the old style (1195) Dermacarrier is

used, the graft formed will be in tong str-ips and unsuitable for use'

of excansion ratio, r'vhen one square inch

in the Vieshgraft ll using a specif ic

panded will cover six sqi.rare

that one square inch, when fullY ex-

inches in the reciPient area.

OPE RATI NG I NSTRUCTIONS

Your ^.1:.-r-a': ll has been preset to mesh skin grafts between .008

and .017 "l cir,ever, best results are obtained with graf ts between

.A12 anc .C15 'n. thick.

Af te- the sheet grafts have been taken from the donor site, the

appropriate expansion ratio applicable to the recipient site is

seiected. The Dermac arrier I I is aseptically removed f rom its ste ril:
package and placed IGnOOVED SIDE UP] on the table. The dono.
skin is then placed on the Dermacarrier ll and evenly spread along

the length (Fig. 1). This can be facilitated by laying the clear side

(window) of the inner sterile package on the Dermacarrier ll prior

to spreading the skin. After the skin is evenly spread, pressure is

placed on the leading end of the skin graft and the plastic is pulled

away. The end of the skin graft is now pulled forward to the leading

edge of the Dermacarrler lland overlapped 1116 to 1/8 in. (Fig. 1a).

This is done to ensure that the entire width of the skin graft will be

engaged in the cutters at the same time.

grooved side up

Graft

FIGURE 1a
Dermacarrier
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* To illu stra te the mean in g

of donor skin is meshed

expansion such as 6 to 1

Dermacarrier,

graf t
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The Dermacarrier ll is placed on the guidance plateau, grooved side

up, and pushed against the'raised portion (Fig. 2). The guidance

plateau is used to ensure straight entry into the Eap between the

cutter roller and the knurled roller'

Guide rail

The leading end of the Dermacarrier ll is firmly introduced but*.u''

the rollers, making sure the entry is straight, and the entire width of

the skin graft is caught between the plastic and rollers'Apply firm

pressure to the opposite end of the'Dermacarrier ll to assist the

cutter in the initial engagement, as the handle (or ratchet) is slowly

turned clockwise.

After the Dermacariier ll has been turned through approximately

112 in., stop and check the cut portion of the skin graft. lf the graft

has not disengaged from the cutter poller, grasp the leading end of

the graft with forceps, and disengage the entire meshed portion of

the skin f rom the cutter roller.
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Check the uncut portion of the skin graft. Due to compression

between the rollers, the uncut portion must be kept taut at all times

when turning the Dermacarrier ll through the instrument.

Apply constant downward pressure on the leading end of the

Dermacarrier ll, while turning it through the Meshgraft ll (Fig.3).

This is done to ensure that the skin graft will not engage in the

cutter roller. The Dermcarrier ll is then turned completely through

the instrument.

Keep downward
pressure on this end

of Dermacarrier

Donor skin

l
Direction of graft

Guide rail
FIGURE 3

Fig. 3

To obtain the full expansion, the narrow leading edge of unmeshed

skin must be removed, or the missing cuts added with scissors or

scalpels.

The entire Meshgraft ll Dermatome may be sterilized by

conventional steam autoclaving. The instrument must be inspected

f or proper operation and sterilized prior to each usage.

Dermacarrier

Donor graft
cut side down

Direction of Pressure

FIGURE2
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After each procedure, the Meshgraft ll Dermatome should be
thoroughly rinsed in hot water and wiped dry. Any debris or
moisture between the blades or rollers must be removed, and a drop
of lubricant should be placed in the oir holes (Fig.4).

h ole

il hole

F IGURE 4

DO NOT AUTOCLAVE THE MESHGRAFT II DERMACI\RRIERS

The Meshgraf t ll Dermacarriers should be used at room
temperature. Procedures such as placing them in warm solutions or
allowing them to become heated causes softening of the plastic and
results in incomplete and poor cutting of the skin.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO USE THE MESHGRAFT II DERMATOME
UNTIL IT IS THOROUGHLY COOLED.

The instrument may be cooled rapidly by immersion in sterile, cool
normal saline, however, the unit should be allowed to cool naturally
in its autoclave wrap whenever possible to assure sterility during
use.

FOR ANY REPAIRS, RETURN THE INSTRUMENT TO ZIMMER PATIENT
GARE DlVlStON, DOVER, OH|O, U.S.A., 44622.

Use and Maintenance of the ZlgS-22
Meshgraft Dermatome Ratchet Handle

The 2195'22 Meshgraft Dermatome Ratchet Handle has been fabri-
cated for use with the 1195-01 Meshgraft Dermatome and the
2195-01 Meshgraft ll Dermatome. The ratchet handle is 8-3/4 in.
long, 1-1 l4 in. wide, and made entirely of stainless steel. This three-
piece unit is easily disassembled for cleaning and is completely
autoclavable.

Use of the 2195-ZZ Meshgraft
Dermatome Ratchet Handle

The Meshgraft Dermatome is placed on the table with the extension
of the knurled roller facing you:

The ratchet handle is then placed on
with side having a hole inserted f irst:

this knurled roller extension,

I

I
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Upper roller oil



The Meshgraft Dermatome with attached
ready for use.

ratchet handle is now

It is then
flush with

inserted on until
opposite side of

the end of the knurled roller extension is

the ratchet.

&"

lf you should have trouble with the insertion, the roller extension
end does not conform to the shape of the similarly shaped end of
the ratchet. To facilitate this conf ormation, grasp the knurled roller
and keep it stationary, then turn the ratchet handle until the two
shapes match and then push the ratchet on completely.

To ensure that the ratchet handle will not come off when the
Meshgraft Dermatome is being used, take the set screw wrench
(supplied with the ratchet handle), and turn the set screw down
until it is tight against the knurled roller extension.

For ease of function and best results, the ratchet handle should
rotated from the 10 o'clock position:

clockwise to th e 2 o'clock position :

\
\ rTil I
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then returned to the 10 o'clock position by rotating counter-

clockwise. Repeat this action until the Dermacarrier has proceeded

completely through the Meshgraft Dermatome.

The Maintenance and Cleaning

of the Ratchet Handle

The Meshgraft Dermatome Ratchet Handle is a three-piece assembly

to facilitate easy cleaning and maintenance.

To clean the ratchet handle, disassemble the instrument in the

following manner:

Grasp the handle at the knurled end with the slot in the shaft below

the ratchet facing you.

This will release the ratchet, as

This will expose the next piece to
it should fall out of the assembly.

disassemble

Reach into the exposed hole,

assembly. This completes the

ready f or clean in g.

grasp the pin, and pull it out of the

disassembly and the instrument is

/ Etr%FL-e-r t-
After the parts have been cleaned, place a drop of surgical lubricant
in the grooved section of the ratchet and then reassemble the

Take a blunt instrument and insert it
slot as sh own , and pu ll downward

in the indentation within the

toward the knurled handle.
instrument by reversing the above procedures.

Turn the ratchet sections a few times to spread the oil evenly, then
autoclave the instrument.
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